Tiny Titans: Dinosaur Eggs and Babies

LARGE

SIZE
4000-7000 sq ft

LEASE
$48,000 for 3 months
Inquire for 6 month discount

SHIPPING
One truck estimated $5,000-$9,000

ELEMENTS INCLUDE
• Real eggs and nests - some featured in National Geographic
• Touchable replica eggs from each dinosaur group
• “Petting Zoo” features 5 baby dino sculptures
• Dress up area with Oviraptor and Sauropod nests and costumes
• Touch a real fossil leg bone and Build-a-bone puzzle
• Dig pits and “Jurassic Play Land”
• Computer games and Reading area
• Original “Baby Louie” models by National Geographic artists Gary Staab and Brian Cooley
• Articulated Protoceratops and Psittacosaurus families
• Oviraptor parent on nest
• 8’ wide touchable nest of Gigantoraptor eggs
• Informative videos featuring top paleontologists
• Artwork and murals by Luis V. Rey and Mark Hallett
• Embryo sculptures for each dinosaur group
• Photographs by Oscar winning photojournalist, Louie Psihoyos
• Bilingual signage (Spanish and English)
• Modular walls for custom gallery configuration
• Secure display cases

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
• Some cases have electrical needs
• Medium security requirements

INSTALLATION
Turn-key, exhibit technicians on site for installation and strike. Institution is responsible for lighting and hanging artwork.

Patagonia 80 Million Years Ago by Luis V. Rey

Email: Curator@spexhibitions.com
Website: www.spexhibitions.com

www.hatchingthepast.com